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H2 and Walter Besant M. P5 A collection of historical documents including: Translated from the Chinese by
R. It includes a life of Confucius and a dissertation on the work. The Oracles of Zoroaster, the Founder of the
Persian Magi, collected from the most authentic records. Translated from the Greek by J. Also included is a
biographical sketch of Sanchoniatho. C3x, James Henry Carlisle, and J. Carlisle consists of 18 speeches and
addresses delivered by James Henry Carlisle, third president of Wofford College located in Spartanburg, S.
Please see the attached Table of Contents to see the titles of the addresses. Legare Writings of Hugh Swinton
Legare volume 1 includes a memoir, a diary, a journal, correspondence, speeches and other writings of Legare.
Please see attached Table of Contents for a full listing. Please see the attached Table of Contents for a full
listing of topics. S55x and William Gilmore Simms Egeria: Voices of Thought and Counsel for the Woods and
Wayside by William Gilmore Simms is a collection of thoughts, proverbs, and short essays on a variety of
subjects published in Please see the attached index. Taking place a little more than fifty years after the
beginning of the country, Adams made the case that Christianity, primarily Protestant Christianity, was the
basis of American political order. The scripture on which he based his sermon was 1 Peter 3: L56 First
published in , this edition of The Lincoln Library of Essential Information is an abridged encyclopedia that
includes information on literature, history, geography, travel, science, government, fine arts, education and
other subjects. Please see the attached lists of contributors, contents, and illustrations. Please see the attached
tables of content and illustration. The publication includes satirical and humorous stories, poems, cartoons to
mock and deride the events and occurrences of the day. Please see attached index. C , Dana Estes, and Charles
Emelius Lauriat Chatterbox consists of stories, articles, puzzles, games, illustrations, poetry, and other
material for children. The Ave Maria AP 2. The Ave Maria is a family magazine devoted to the honor of the
blessed virgin. This volume consists of weekly issues, published every Saturday, dating January through June
The publisher at the time was Rev. This volume consists of weekly issues, published every Saturday, dating
July through December Hale, and Louis A. Please see the attached indexes. Each issue includes patterns for
sewing and needlework, fashion, poetry, short stories, book reviews,articles, and musical compositions. Please
see the attached the attached indexes. May and August nos. Each issue of the magazine contains, articles,
fiction, poetry, and other literary works as well as an editorial and book reviews. Please see the attached Index
which covers the entire volume 5 including the missing issues. Please see the attached Table of Contents for
each issue. Rodgers The Atlantic Phosphate Company is an almanac put out by the company as advertising.
There are also hand-written diary pages from inserted in the book. The writer is unknown but appears to have
lived in Chester County, S. T5x and Robert B. Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects - Vol. Essays and
Treatises on Several Subjects, volume 1 contains writings of David Hume pertaining to moral, political, and
literary subjects. Please see attached Table of Contents and Index. Please see the attached Table of Contents
and Index. Pensees De Pascal -Vol. These fragments were the notes Pascal made in preparation for an apology
for Christianity. This is the third edition, revised and corrected, published in the authentic text with an
introduction, notes and remarks by Ernest Havet. Pensees De Pascal - Vol.
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The mahogany secretary seen in this photo is a bit over 7 feet tall and 40 inches wide, and the bookcase is 9
inches deep. The mahogany finish is very good; the glass panes are all original; all the secondary woods are
mahogany; and the hardware is intact. When the secretary is opened, there are pigeon holes, drawers and
secret compartments. It includes the original key for the bookcase. The family that owned it lived in
Schenectady, New York. Could you tell me its value is, the age and any information on its history? You have
a Colonial Revival Chippendale secretary that was made around The broken pediment top with removable
finial, the slant front, the serpentine drawers and claw and ball feet are representative of Colonial Revival
furniture. It is often called a Governor Winthrop secretary. Both Maddox Table Co. John Winthrop of the
Massachusetts Bay colony lived from to It introduced a secretary in as its Governor Winthrop model.
Winthrop never had one. The Chippendale period of design and slant-front secretaries began in the mids and
lasted until almost Although misleading, in the era of Colonial Revival furniture it was profitable to use the
name of a famous colonist. Similar ones can be seen offered for much higher on the internet. This mark is on
the back of four dinner plates that I have. Each plate is decorated with red flowers and green leaves. Their
background is white, and they are in mint condition. What can you tell me about the maker, vintage and value
of my plates? Johann Franz Boch founded his dinnerware factory in in Mettlach, Germany. The first factory
was in a Benedictine abbey in Mettlach. In , he merged with Nicholas Villeroy. Over the years, they added
more factories in several cities. They produced dinnerware, steins, beverage sets, punch bowls, beakers,
plaques and drinking cups. The mark you provided, the image of the Roman god Mercury wearing a winged
hat and holding snakes entwining staffs, was used from to Address your questions to Anne McCollam, P. Box
, Notre Dame, IN Items of a general interest will be answered in this column. Due to the volume of inquiries,
she cannot answer individual letters. To find out more about Anne McCollam and read features by other
Creators Syndicate writers and cartoonists, visit the Creators Syndicate website at www.
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Masonic bookplate bookplates are probably the rarest of all genres. This collection belonging to Brother Jens
Rusch of http: In these specimens there are also the official bookplate of UGLE- library. The following is a
detailed definition from Wikipedia. Bookplates typically bear a name , motto , device , coat-of-arms , crest ,
badge , or any motif that relates to the owner of the book, or is requested by him from the artist or designer.
The name of the owner usually follows an inscription such as "from the books of. Bookplates are important
evidence for the provenance of books. The earliest known marks of ownership of books or documents date
from the reign of Amenophis III in Egypt However, in their modern form, they evolved from simple
inscriptions in books which were common in Europe in the Middle Ages, when various other forms of
"librarianship" became widespread such as the use of class-marks, call-numbers, or shelfmarks. The earliest
known examples of printed bookplates are German, and date from the 15th century. The woodcut, in imitation
of similar devices in old manuscripts, is hand-painted. An example of this bookplate can be found in the
Farber Archives of Brandeis University [1]. In France the most ancient ex-libris as yet discovered is that of
one Jean Bertaud de la Tour-Blanche, the date of which is Holland comes next with the plate of Anna van der
Aa, in ; then Italy with one attributed to the year The earliest known American example is the plain printed
label of John Williams, England In many ways the consideration of the English bookplate, in its numerous
styles, from the late Elizabethan to the late Victorian period , is particularly interesting. In all its varieties it
reflects with great fidelity the prevailing taste in decorative art at different epochs - as bookplates do in all
countries. The next is that of Sir Thomas Tresham, dated Until the last quarter of the 17th century the number
of authentic English plates is very limited. Their composition is always remarkably simple, and displays
nothing of the German elaborateness. They are as a rule very plainly armorial, and the decoration is usually
limited to a symmetrical arrangement of mantling, with an occasional display of palms or wreaths. Soon after
the Restoration, however, a bookplate seems to have suddenly become an established accessory to most
well-ordered libraries. The first recorded use of the phrase book plate was in by John Ireland in Hogarth
Illustrated. Bookplates of that period offer very distinctive characteristics. In the simplicity of their heraldic
arrangements they recall those of the previous age; but their physiognomy is totally different. In the first place,
they invariably display the tincture lines and dots , after the method originally devised in the middle of the
century by Petra Sancta, the author of Tesserae Genlilitiae, which by this time had become adopted throughout
Europe. This style was undoubtedly imported from France, but it assumed a character of its own in England.
The main characteristics of the style which prevailed during the Queen Anne and early Georgian periods are:
The introduction of the scallop-shell as an almost constant element of ornamentation gives already a foretaste
of the Rocaille-Coquille, the so-called Chippendale fashions of the next reign. As a matter of fact, during the
middle third of the century this rococo style of which the Convers plate gives a typical sample affects the
bookplate as universally as all other decorative objects. Straight or concentric lines and all appearances of flat
surface are studiously avoided; the helmet and its symmetrical mantling tends to disappear, and is replaced by
the plain crest on a fillet. The earlier examples of this manner are tolerably ponderous and simple. Later,
however, the composition becomes exceedingly light and complicated; every conceivable and often
incongruous element of decoration is introduced, from cupids to dragons, from flowerets to Chinese pagodas.
During the early part of George III. Bookplates of this period have invariably a physiognomy which at once
recalls the decorative manner made popular by architects and designers such as Chambers, the Adams, Josiah
Wedgwood, Hepplewhite and Sheraton. The shield shows a plain spade-like outline, manifestly based upon
that of the pseudo-classic urn then very alive. The ornamental accessories are symmetrical palms and sprays,
wreaths and ribands. The architectural boss is also an important factor. In many plates, indeed, the shield of
arms takes quite a subsidiary position by the side of the predominantly architectural urn. From the beginning
of the 19th century, no special style of decoration seems to have established itself. The immense majority of
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examples display a plain shield of arms with motto on a scroll, and crest on a fillet. At the turn of the 20th
century, however, a rapid impetus appears to have been given to the designing of ex-libris; a new era, in fact,
had begun for the bookplate, one of great interest. The main styles of decoration and these, other data being
absent, must always in the case of old examples remain the criteria to date have already been noticed. It is,
however, necessary to point out that certain styles of composition were also prevalent at certain periods.
Although the majority of the older plates were armorial, there were always pictorial examples as well, and
these are the quasi-totality of modern ones. Of this kind the best-defined English genre may be recalled: In
most of these the armorial element plays but a secondary part. Art Until the advent of bookplate collectors and
their frenzy for exchange, the devising of bookplates was almost invariably left to the routine skill of the
heraldic-stationery salesman. Near the turn of the 20th century, the composition of personal book tokens
became recognized as a minor branch of a higher art, and there has come into fashion an entirely new class of
designs which, for all their wonderful variety, bear as unmistakable a character as that of the most definite
styles of bygone days. Broadly speaking, it may be said that the purely heraldic element tends to become
subsidiary and the allegorical or symbolic to assert itself more strongly. Among early 20th-century English
artists who have more specially paid attention to the devising of bookplates, may be mentioned C. Eve, Robert
Anning Bell , J. Batten, Erat Harrison, J. Thus the great majority of plates of the period plates were reproduced
by process. Some artists continued to work with the graver. Some of the work they produce challenges
comparison with the finest productions of bygone engravers. Of these the best-known are C. Sherborn see
Plate and G. Eve in England, and in America J. Spenceley of Boston, Mass. Hopson of New Haven, Conn.
French of New York City. Study and collection Bookplates are very often of high interest and of a value often
far greater than the odd volume in which they are found affixed , either as specimens of bygone decorative
fashion or as personal relics of well-known people. However the value attached to book plates, otherwise than
as an object of purely personal interest, is comparatively modern. The study of and the taste for collecting
bookplates hardly date farther back than the year This work, highly interesting from many points of view,
established what is now accepted as the general classification of styles of British ex-libris: Since then the
literature on the subject has grown considerably. Societies of collectors were founded, first in England in ,
then in Germany and France, and later in the United States, most of them issuing a journal or archives: In the
British Museum published the catalog of the 35, bookplates collected by Sir Augustus Wollaston Franks
Bookplates, of which there are probably far more than a million extant examples worldwide, have become
objects of collection. One of the first known English collectors was a Miss Maria Jenkins of Clifton, Bristol,
who was active in the field during the second quarter of the 19th century. Her bookplates were later
incorporated into the collection of Joseph Jackson Howard. Some collectors attempt to acquire plates of all
kinds for example, the collection of Irene Dwen Andrews Pace, now at Yale University, comprising , items.
Contemporary bookplates and their collection Since the s, there has been a renewed interest in the collection
of bookplates and in many ways a reorientation of this interest. There are still substantial numbers of
collectors for whom the study of bookplates spanning years is a fascinating source of historical, artistic and
socio-cultural interest. They have however been joined by a now dominant group of new collectors whose
interest is more than anything the constitution - at quite reasonable cost - of a miniature, personalized art-print
collection. In this miniature art museum, they gather together the works of their favorite artists. They
commission numbered and signed editions of bookplates to their name which are never pasted into books but
only serve for exchange purposes.
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He had become ill shortly after a close friend died of lung cancer. She wrote to her mother, "The world is
splitting open at my feet like a ripe, juicy watermelon". She edited The Smith Review and during the summer
after her third year of college was awarded a coveted position as guest editor at Mademoiselle magazine,
during which she spent a month in New York City. She was furious at not being at a meeting the editor had
arranged with Welsh poet Dylan Thomas â€”a writer whom she loved, said one of her boyfriends, "more than
life itself. A few weeks later, she slashed her legs to see if she had enough "courage" to commit suicide. Plath
seemed to make a good recovery and returned to college. In January , she submitted her thesis, The Magic
Mirror: At Newnham, she studied with Dorothea Krook , whom she held in high regard. I happened to be at
Cambridge. I was sent there by the [US] government on a government grant. Then we saw a great deal of each
other. Ted came back to Cambridge and suddenly we found ourselves getting married a few months later We
kept writing poems to each other. Then it just grew out of that, I guess, a feeling that we both were writing so
much and having such a fine time doing it, we decided that this should keep on. The sun rises under the pillar
of your tongue. My hours are married to shadow. No longer do I listen for the scrape of a keel On the blank
stones of the landing. Plath returned to Newnham in October to begin her second year. She found it difficult to
both teach and have enough time and energy to write [18] and in the middle of , the couple moved to Boston.
Plath took a job as a receptionist in the psychiatric unit of Massachusetts General Hospital and in the evening
sat in on creative writing seminars given by poet Robert Lowell also attended by the writers Anne Sexton and
George Starbuck. She openly discussed her depression with Lowell and her suicide attempts with Sexton, who
led her to write from a more female perspective. Plath began to conceive of herself as a more serious, focused
poet and short-story writer. Merwin , who admired their work and was to remain a lifelong friend. Plath says
that it was here that she learned "to be true to my own weirdnesses", but she remained anxious about writing
confessionally, from deeply personal and private material. Nicholas was born in January Hughes was
immediately struck with the beautiful Assia, as she was with him. In July , Plath discovered Hughes had been
having an affair with Assia Wevill and in September the couple separated. William Butler Yeats once lived in
the house, which bears an English Heritage blue plaque for the Irish poet. Plath was pleased by this fact and
considered it a good omen. The northern winter of â€” was one of the coldest in years; the pipes froze, the
childrenâ€”now two years old and nine monthsâ€”were often sick, and the house had no telephone. Her only
novel, The Bell Jar , was released in January , published under the pen name Victoria Lucas, and was met with
critical indifference. John Horder, her general practitioner GP [34] and a close friend who lived near her. She
described the current depressive episode she was experiencing; it had been ongoing for six or seven months.
Knowing she was at risk alone with two young children, he says he visited her daily and made strenuous
efforts to have her admitted to a hospital; when that failed, he arranged for a live-in nurse. Commentators have
argued that because antidepressants may take up to three weeks to take effect, her prescription from Horder
would not have taken full effect. Upon arrival, she could not get into the flat, but eventually gained access
with the help of a workman, Charles Langridge. They found Plath dead of carbon monoxide poisoning with
her head in the oven, having sealed the rooms between her and her sleeping children with tape, towels and
cloths. Some have suggested that Plath had not intended to kill herself. That morning, she asked her
downstairs neighbor, a Mr. Thomas, what time he would be leaving. She also left a note reading "Call Dr.
Therefore, it is argued Plath turned on the gas at a time when Mr. Thomas would have been able to see the
note. Horder also believed her intention was clear. He stated that "No one who saw the care with which the
kitchen was prepared could have interpreted her action as anything but an irrational compulsion. What did I
know about chronic clinical depression? And that was not something I could do. Hughes was devastated; they
had been separated six months. The rest is posthumous. After each defacement, Hughes had the damaged
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stone removed, sometimes leaving the site unmarked during repair. But I learned my lesson early. In general,
my refusal to have anything to do with the Plath Fantasia has been regarded as an attempt to suppress Free
Speech [ Where that leaves respect for the truth of her life and of mine , or for her memory, or for the literary
tradition, I do not know. The daughter of Plath and Hughes, Frieda Hughes , is a writer and artist. On March
16, , Nicholas Hughes , the son of Plath and Hughes, hanged himself at his home in Fairbanks , Alaska,
following a history of depression. Later at Cambridge, she wrote for the University publication, Varsity.
Crossing the Water is full of perfectly realised works. Its most striking impression is of a front-rank artist in
the process of discovering her true power. Plath was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for poetry, posthumously.
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